
 PICCABULLA FOR PEEKABOO 
PRESENTS

“Lilì and Pilù”
Who are we ?
Lilì and Pilù, a sly fox and a cute little dog, have been friends for a very long time, 
and even if they play all day just like children, are very careful not to mistreat nature 
and not waste its precious things, even with small daily gestures.

Pilù and its garden
Pilù loves his garden, and he also knows that the water he drinks that cannot be used 
for watering the plants! It is too precious, so he collects the water that rains down 
from the sky in a bowl and uses that instead of the tap water; just like the neighbour 
who actually fills a huge reservoir which can water the plants many times.

Lili and Pilù ... wash themselves
Even when we are in the bathroom we can adopt small behaviours that help save the 
precious things of nature like water: for example brushing your teeth using a glass 
full of water instead of leaving the tap running! and take a shower instead of a bath 
that uses much more water!

In the kitchen
Pilù learned from a new trick form her mum : washing dishes with the pasta’s hot 
water that also contains  starch e which is useful for removing grease from the dishes 
so you do not waste water and the dishes are whiter!

The box in the yard
To create many things that surround us, like a notebook or a diary, we consume  
energy and trees, if instead of throwing an old newspaper in the same litter where we 
throw the skins of apples, we throw it in the paper recycling we do not waste energy 
and we do not kill the trees because you can always reuse old paper.

On the sports field
Pilù after a hard game of ball always drinks a can of soda, and he knows that once 
drunk the can should be thrown in the specific recycling bin  because together with 
other aluminum cans, it can be transformed into a bicycle  or a coffee machine. In this
way we no longer have to search for aluminum in the soil and waste too much energy
to make new cans!

In the kitchen: the mother prepares the cake
Lili's mother always makes delicious pies with fruit jam. Once the tart is done, Lili 
always takes the empty jars to the special glass recycling bin because the glass heated
in a special machine, melts, and it can be used to create more jars or glasses. 



In the bedroom
Lili likes to show his new sweaters to Pilù she especially likes the one made of fleece 
because instead of being made of  sheep's wool or cotton is the made from plastic 
bottles! those who have written on the bottom P.E.T. If we leave them in nature, the 
same dirty bottle remains there for 1000 years!

In the corridor
Pilù's father meets his son in the hallway and reminds him that dinner is ready and 
he's very hungry ... Pilù, has not yet finished playing but runs straight to the kitchen, 
but he forgets the light on: it takes very little effort to save energy and avoid polluting
the air with the smoke from the power plant!

At the park
Lili and Pilu’ meet at the park Mila the little lamb who  is quietly under the sun with a
strange hat! on that hat there is a small propeller that spins and cools ... here's the 
secret! Using a small solar panel, a tiny silicon plate, Mila charges the battery of her 
small fan!

In the pool
Lili Pilù and bathe in the pool: the water is hot not only because it's summer but also 
because nearby there are big black panels that produce electricity using the heat from 
the sun just like Mila’s hat. The pool water passes in the panel that warms it  ... free, 
because the heat of the sun is free!

The pond
Lili and Pilù love it and sail their boats that do not have batteries or electric motors, 
but only sails: the wind is powerful and can produce energy for free! Like  in 
Denmark, a northern country with so much wind, where every village has its own 
large fan to generate electricity!
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